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Audio/Production Engineer: 
 
The role of audio engineer is a crucial element of the Worship Ministry, Praise Team, and the worship experience 
of the congregation, members and visitors alike. In fact, the duty of operating the sound system has a direct 
effect on how our worship and service is perceived. A poor sound experience can be a huge obstacle for leading 
the congregation to the throne of God in worship. If the praise singers and musicians aren't heard well; it is 
difficult to communicate the message of worship that we present each week. This role is part of worship. 
 
The assistance of an audio engineer enables our service to run smoothly and, in turn, facilitates an 
atmosphere of worship. The goal is to serve as a seemingly invisible factor of worship that, at the least, does 
not hinder the worship process and, at the most, helps to enhance the service. 
 
Essential Functions 
 

• Primarily provides sound and recording support for worship services. 
 

• Responsible for configuring equipment and improving sound to support music and speech for worship ministries, 
thereby enhancing the total worship experience. 

 
• Apply proper audio levels. 

 
• Establish priorities, exercise good judgment, meet deadlines, and ensure issues are resolved in a timely manner. 

 
• Assist and train volunteers to operate the sound mixing board. 

 
• Responsibilities include carefully securing and storing all sound equipment at the conclusion of each service/event, 

in conjunction with the musicians/band. 
 

• Maintains a current inventory of sound equipment. 
 

• Reports any defective or damaged equipment to the Production Director. 
 

• Works closely with the Music Ministry Director to ensure a high level of support and identify the best possible sound 
experience. 

 
• Must ensure that solid test plans are prepared and that thorough application testing is conducted. 

 
• Install supplies and manage inventory (batteries, media accessories, etc) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




